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Slip and momentum transfer mechanisms mediated by
Janus rods at polymer interfaces†

Felipe L. Paiva,a,b Argimiro R. Secchi,c Verônica Calado,a João Maia,∗,b and
Shaghayegh Khani∗,b

As an incipient but preeminent technology for multiphase nanomaterials/fluids, exact compatibi-
lizing mechanisms of Janus particles in polymer blends and the consequent morphology remain
unknown. The contributions of Janus nanorods to slip suppression and momentum transfer across
the interface have been explored through Dissipative Particle Dynamics simulations under shear
flow at unentangled polymer-polymer interfaces. Rods have been then grafted with flexible poly-
mer chains to unveil interfacial structure-property relationships at a molecular level when com-
pared with flexible diblock copolymer surfactants. When Janus rods are sparsely grafted with nec-
essarily longer grafts, they favor a greater degree of graft interpenetration with polymer phases.
This yields less effective momentum transfer that impacts droplet coalescence processes; dy-
namic heterogeneities at complex interfaces; and helps map their efficiency as compatibilizers.

1 Introduction
Whether it is for coextrusion or blending processes;1,2 adhesive
properties;3–5 or rheological properties in general,1,5–8 the study
of polymer-polymer interfaces is paramount in various applica-
tions involving multiphase polymeric materials. An understand-
ing of dynamic interfacial phenomena in mixtures of polymers at
the molecular scale helps design the mechanical or tribological
properties of nanostructured materials.9–13 This is for example
the case in nanometrically confined flows and nanodevices.14,15

Among the structure-property relationships between interfacial
structure and mechanics of polymer systems, interfacial slip has
been studied since the seminal scaling predictions by de Gennes
and coworkers.16–19 Since then, their scaling predictions for un-
entangled polymer interfaces have been verified by Goveas and
Fredrickson;20 Barsky and Robbins;21 and by Narayanan et al.22

Controlling the extent of slip is naturally important for technolog-
ical applications, and block copolymers can be used for this pur-
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pose.22,23 In that sense, Narayanan et al. 22 investigated the role
of block copolymer compatibilizers in suppressing slip as this had
been experimentally verified by Zhao and Macosko.1 Narayanan
et al. 22 additionally assessed how block copolymers compose an
interfacial layer of effectively higher viscosity in comparison with
the bulk polymer viscosities.22 In turn, this higher energy dissi-
pation rate at the interface makes the film drainage time between
two colliding droplets increase significantly.22 This would then
contribute to inhibit droplet coalescence and is in agreement with
experimental observations.24–27 It also makes for a good example
of how molecular simulations are able to more easily unveil the
underlying physics of global experimental trends.

Guo et al. 28 verified that flow-induced droplet coalescence is
correlated with how easily polymer chains are stretched in re-
sponse to an external shear stress, specially at an interfacial level.
This also applied to extant compatibilizers that contribute to en-
hanced “friction” or higher viscosity at the interface.28 However,
in that study, the molecular architecture of the compatibilizer
was kept fixed and relatively simple. Very recently, and similarly
to the effects verified by Narayanan et al. 22 and Guo et al.,28

Sagis et al. 29 combined experimental and Molecular Dynamics
(MD) computational efforts to illustrate how block copolymers
and the more viscous interfacial layer make for less effective mo-
mentum transfer across the interface. This momentum transfer
mechanism, according to the authors,29 is responsible for ob-
served dynamic heterogeneities at interfaces containing nanopar-
ticles, polymers, and proteins in step extension-compression ex-
periments. The mechanism of less efficient momentum transfer
provided by block copolymers seems to have been, in the au-
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thors’ own words,29 overlooked by interfacial rheology practi-
tioners over the years. In other words, it was not until recently
that the effects observed by Narayanan et al. 22 and Guo et al. 28

were found to play a central role in dictating dynamic hetero-
geneities at more complex interfaces. These observations and re-
marks urge for a better understanding of how complex interfaces
and momentum transfer are related and this is a topic to which
the present work aims to contribute.

Janus particles30 are more interfacially active than commonly-
used flexible block copolymer surfactants.31 In general, Janus
particles have been found to better stabilize morphologies and
reduce interfacial tension to a greater extent than block copoly-
mers, even though there are some intricacies that have been re-
cently found to apply.32–34 As an illustration of these findings,
enhanced Van der Waals (VDW) interactions between metal par-
ticle cores seem to make for reduced film drainage times between
colliding polymeric droplets.34,35 Therefore, in this case, block
copolymers would be better stabilizers than Janus particles in
spite of lower interfacial tension provided by Janus particles.34,35

Other factors would also have to be present to explain these sig-
nificant reductions in film drainage times that may be observed
with nanoparticles, such as sufficiently high interfacial diffusiv-
ity; high nanoparticle concentration; and/or the structure of the
polymeric corona surrounding the nanoparticle.34,35 In any case,
the exact mechanisms through which Janus particles may stabi-
lize emulsions, for example, are far from elucidated. This is also
a shortcoming that the present work intends to help clarify.

Herein, a distinctive and largely unexplored aspect of Janus
surfactants is examined. In particular, a tangential shear flow
is applied at a planar polymer-polymer interface to investigate
specifically how Janus particles affect interfacial slip and mediate
momentum transfer across the interface. The interface contains
either flexible block copolymers or bare/polymer-coated Janus
rods so that meaningful comparisons can be made. As highlighted
recently by Cardinaels,36 this is important as the neat blend is
mostly taken to be the reference case in Janus-related studies,
which makes direct comparisons with copolymers rather scarce.
Rigid Janus rods are grafted with flexible chains to show how
grafting density – number of grafts Ng – and graft chain length
Lg influence slip and shear interfacial viscosity. The effects of
these parameters on interfacial 2D structure have also been eval-
uated. While plenty of studies exist regarding the effects of Lg

and Ng on homogeneous nanorod assembly,37–41 how these pa-
rameters affect the interfacial assembly of polymer-grafted Janus
nanorods is presently unknown. The Schmidt number (Sc) associ-
ated with the present Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) simu-
lations is accordingly increased to show how conclusions pertain-
ing to momentum transfer are likely not subject to the typically
low Sc of DPD simulations. The present mesoscale assessment
of momentum transfer efficiency across polymer-polymer inter-
faces provides molecular-level insight that may guide droplet co-
alescence studies.24–27 It also more clearly unveils mechanisms
governing dynamic heterogeneities29 and mechanics at polymer-
polymer interfaces with more complex Janus compatibilizers.

2 Simulation model
DPD is a particle-based, coarse-grained simulation technique first
introduced by Hoogerbrugge and Koelman.42 In that work and in
a series of subsequent papers,43,43–45 the authors laid out the hy-
drodynamic equations and statistical mechanics of this simulation
method that conserves momentum and mass.44 The dynamics of
a DPD fluid are described by a stochastic term that introduces
thermal Brownian motion in the system and by a damping term
that plays the role of viscous forces and is the heat sink of the
system. Hence, DPD encompasses the use of a random force FR

ij
(Equation 1) and a dissipative force FD

ij (Equation 2) to describe
correct thermodynamic equilibrium between neighboring parti-
cles i and j that interact within a specific cut-off distance of rc:

FR
ij =

ΩωR(ri j)θi j r̂ij√
∆t

(1)

FD
ij =−γω

D(ri j)(r̂ij ·vij)r̂ij (2)

where vij = vi−vj is the relative velocity; the dissipation strength
is represented by γ; ωD(ri j) and ωR(ri j) are weight functions; ∆t is
a short time interval; the thermal noise corresponds to Ω; and θi j

is a Gaussian random number with zero mean and unit variance.
Intermolecular interactions are normally treated with the use

of a purely repulsive conservative force FC
ij (Equation 3):

FC
ij =

{
ai j(1−

ri j
rc
)r̂ij; ri j < rc

0; ri j ≥ rc
(3)

where ai j is the strength of the potential between particles;
rij = ri− rj is the distance between these particles; ri j =

∣∣rij
∣∣; and

r̂ij =
rij
|rij| is its unit vector. For simplicity, rc is set to 1.0.

Taking into account these three forces, Newton’s equation of
motion is then solved for pairs of interacting particles according
to the net force Fi acting on particle i (Equation 4):

Fi = ∑
i6= j

FC
ij +FD

ij +FR
ij (4)

where this has been done using a modified version of the velocity-
Verlet algorithm.46,47

Español and Warren 45 showed thermodynamically how these
terms have to be chosen carefully so that they compose a
fluctuation-dissipation theorem and, thus, a Gibbs canonical NVT
ensemble. The NVT thermostat45 is formed according to Equa-
tions 5 and 6, where the weight functions ωD(ri j) and ωR(ri j) are
most frequently used in the generalized form of Equation 6:

Ω
2 = 2γkBT (5)

ω
D(ri j) =

[
ω

R(ri j)
]2

=

{(
1− ri j

rc

)s
; ri j < rc

0; ri j ≥ rc
(6)

where T is the system’s temperature; kB is Boltzmann’s constant;
and s is an exponent that normally takes the value of 2. This s
value has been used throughout the present work unless stated
otherwise.

Additionally, adjacent monomeric units in polymer chains inter-
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act via a spring force FS
ij to simulate polymer bonds (Equation 7):

FS
ij = kS(ri j− req)r̂ij (7)

where kS is the spring constant and req is the equilibrium bond
length. These parameters are set respectively as 100 kBT

r2
c

and
0.85 rc. Polymers A and B composing a symmetric blend are gen-
erated randomly, but in a way that they are in separate halves of
the calculation box initially to increase computational efficiency.
Likewise, all surfactant particles are generated initially already at
the interfacial plane (y = 0) to decrease the computational cost
linked with diffusion to the interface. The total number of DPD
polymer particles in the system is kept constant at 16,000 in a
cubic box of 48 rc×48 rc×48 rc. The length C of polymer chains,
however, varies so that the effect of polymer molar mass on in-
terfacial slip can be evaluated. After an equilibration period of
1× 105 τ, for measuring equilibrium properties, a data acquisi-
tion period of 2× 105 τ follows. For shear flow simulations, a
shearing stage follows instead for 1×105 τ, identically to a recent
study using the same model.48 Shear flow is applied in the x di-
rection using Lees-Edwards boundary conditions,49–56 in a way
that the velocity gradient direction is in the same direction as the
normal of the interface (y direction). A shear rate γ̇ of 0.07 τ−1

is used that corresponds to the nanorod tilting behavior observed
in Paiva et al.48 It corresponds to a translational Péclet number of
76 for a Janus rod with an aspect ratio (AR) of 2.0.48 This shear
rate is chosen so that conclusions are freed from the slightly more
involved dynamic behavior presented by these rigid compatibiliz-
ers at higher shear rates.48 Periodic boundary conditions are em-
ployed in all three directions and the time step is kept constant at

0.01
√

mr2
c

kBT , where m is the mass of a DPD particle.

Model rigid surfactants utilized in the present work are ex-
actly the same as previously published works.37,48,57,58 Briefly,
however, DPD particles are attached together linearly and one-
dimensionally with a fixed distance (0.2 rc) between each other.
This results in an effectively impenetrable one-dimensional object
for which rigid body dynamics equations are solved.46,59 These
Janus rods (JR) are symmetrically amphiphilic and of various
AR according to their length L and diameter d: L

d =
(NR−1)(0.2d)

d ,
where NR is the number of DPD particles composing the Janus
rod. Unless specified otherwise, JR have an aspect ratio of 2.0.
Block copolymers are named as h5t5, h10t10 or h15t15 accord-
ing to the corresponding number of head/tail groups. For ex-
ample, 5 DPD particles in h5t5 are affine to one polymer phase;
and 5 others are affine to the other phase. The differences
between Janus and flexible surfactants are, thus, their various
sizes and the fact that particles composing block copolymers in-
teract via a spring force identical to the homopolymer phases.
Then, nanorods are correspondingly grafted with flexible chains
to prospect how the number/length of grafts influences not only
interfacial microstructure, but also its interplay with momentum
transfer across the interface. Graft particles on Janus rods inter-
act via the very same spring force as flexible surfactants and ho-
mopolymer phases. Depending on how these particle chains are
distributed along JR, this results in a different number of polymer
grafts Ng each with a length Lg. The scheme in Figure 1 illus-

trates exactly where on the rod (AR=2.0) particles are grafted
composing thus various grafting densities. Grafts are free to ro-
tate around the long axis of nanorods. They then would corre-
spond to relatively more mobile ligands34,60 when for example a
gold-sulfur interface is considered.61

a) b) c) d)
Ng = 2 Ng = 4 Ng = 6 Ng = 10
Lg = 1 Lg = 1 Lg = 1 Lg = 1

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of grafted Janus rods exhibiting various
grafting densities with Lg = 1: a) Ng = 2; b) Ng = 4; c) Ng = 6; d) and
Ng = 10. Even though the scheme is not drawn to scale, the rod parti-
cle onto which chains are grafted is appropriately represented. Rods are
grafted symmetrically with respect to their amphiphilicity. The yellow por-
tion represents the part that more favorably interacts with polymer A (JA)
and the red portion interacts more favorably with polymer B (JB).

An equation of state can be derived from a top-down approach
in which the underlying fluid is known and its compressibility
is matched to that of the DPD fluid.47 For water and a coarse-
graining degree of 1.0, Equation 8 defines the relative strength of
interaction potentials:47

ai jρ

kBT
= 75 (8)

A density of 3.0 r−3
c has been used given that computing time

increases with the density of particles in the calculation box. For
simplicity, the energy scale is set to kBT = 1.0 from γ = 4.5 and
Ω = 3.0 in Equation 5. This makes repulsion parameters for the
soft interaction potentials in DPD be ai j = 25 kBT

rc
between like

species.47 Based on this derived value, relatively more repulsive
interactions are then determined. Groot and Warren 47 showed
how the χ parameter of the Flory-Huggins theory of concentrated
polymer solutions/blends is linearly related to an excess repul-
sion energy between different polymers. In particular, interac-
tions between different system components are set according to
this excess repulsion energy (∆a):47,62

χkBT = (0.306±0.003)∆a (9)

To examine the effect of interfacial segregation between poly-
mers A and B on interfacial width and slip lengths, various χ pa-
rameters have been used and the interactions on the different por-
tions of Janus rods, wether they are explicitly grafted or not, have
been tuned accordingly.48 Table 1 illustrates the range of interac-
tion potential parameters that has been studied. The magnitude
of graft interactions on different portions of JR are identical to
those of JR themselves (JA and JB).

3 Results and discussion
In this section, first, equilibrium simulations are reported to ex-
tract the width of a flat interface between two segregated poly-
mer phases. This is done for various χ values and polymer chain
lengths C. Next, shear flow is applied at a fixed shear rate and the
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Table 1 Range of interaction parameters
(
ai j
)

in units of kBT
rc

A B JA JB
A 25 35/50/80 25 40/55/85
B 25 40/55/85 25
JA 25 40/55/85
JB 25

effects of χ and C on a calculated slip length and shear interfacial
viscosity are evaluated. Then, symmetrically-amphiphilic Janus
nanorods and block copolymers of different lengths are added
in the system to explore how rigid compatibilizers enhance shear
interfacial viscosity. Lastly, this entire analysis is extended and ap-
plied to even more complex polymer-grafted Janus nanorods. It is
thus expected that the present work may help elucidate the gov-
erning physics of nanoparticle interfacial structure and dynamics,
which have implications for emulsion stabilization.

3.1 Interfacial width and slip
The interfacial width aI of fluid-fluid interfaces can be assessed
from density profiles across the interface (Equation 10; Fig-
ure S1a, ESI†):21,22,63

ρA,B(y) =
ρ

1+ e
−4y
aI

(10)

As repulsion between phases gets stronger, the interface sharp-
ens only slightly and is independent of polymer molar mass. This
is shown in Figure 2 along with density profiles.

a) b)

Fig. 2 a) Density profiles across the interface as a function of χ (C = 20);
and b) interfacial width as a function of C and χ. Error bars are based on
standard deviation calculations.

To quantitatively assess slip and interfacial viscosity, average
particle velocities in the x (flow) direction (Vx(y)) are measured
analogously to density profiles (Figure S2, ESI†). Shear stresses
σxy(t) in polymeric systems can be measured from chain stretch-
ing and orientation:52,64,65 σ(t) = 3kBT ρC ∑

C
cp=1 υ(cp, t)2S′(cp, t),

where σ(t) is the stress at a given time t; ρC is the number den-
sity of a monodisperse system of polymer chains of length C;
the sum runs for each sub-chain unit cp (polymer particle) in a
given chain; υ(cp, t) is a bond stretch ratio; and S′(cp, t) is a local
orientation tensor describing orientational anisotropy.52,64,65 For
coarse-grained systems of monodisperse polymer blends, this ex-
pression holds both for the blend as a whole – an ensemble mean
stress – and also for individual chains in the linear viscoelastic
regime.64

Slip manifests itself as a region of lower viscosity where the
interface is located. This can be seen in Figure 3 from average
particle velocities and from stress profiles throughout the calcu-
lation box/across the interface. The slightly higher bulk stresses
for longer polymer chains are expected as the zero-shear Rouse
viscosity ηR scales with polymer molar mass.66 Therefore, even
though the onset of shear-thinning may move to lower shear rates
as C increases,21,67,68 the utilized shear rate is likely sufficiently
low to be within or at least close to a Newtonian plateau regime.

a) b)

Fig. 3 a) Average particle velocities in the x direction as a function of
polymer chain length C (χ = 16.5); and b) shear stress profiles across
the interface (χ = 3.1). Error bars in all plots are based on standard
deviation calculations. Dashed lines at y = 0 indicate where the interface
was initially generated in the simulations.

Notably, shear stresses are slightly lower at the interface when
polymer chains are longer (Figure 3b). From the predictions by de
Gennes and coworkers16–20, this indicates that shear interfacial
viscosity ηI has not become saturated for C = 20 and is still limited
by polymer chain/loop lengths that enter the interfacial region. It
is only in the limit of Rg > aI , where Rg is the chain radius of gy-
ration, that interfacial loop length dictates ηI . In this limit, ηI re-
mains constant irrespective of the increase in C and this limit can
be reached once χ is high enough, as shown in Figure 4a. More
specifically, it is only at higher χ and aI ≈ 1.15 rc (Figure 2) that
bulk polymer chain lengths of 20

(〈
Rg, C=20

〉
≈ 1.73 rc

)
are al-

ready sufficiently long to yield C-independent ηI values. Accord-
ing to barskey and Robbins,21 this should happen when Rg of bulk
chains exceeds ≈ 1.5aI , which is in excellent agreement with the
present work (1.5×aI = 1.5×1.15 = 1.73 rc;

〈
Rg, C=20

〉
= 1.73 rc).

A slip length S can furthermore be calculated:21 S = ∆V
γ̇B

, where
∆V represents the velocity jump at the interface and γ̇B is the
bulk shear rate. An increase in S is seen mainly as C increases
and S does not vary significantly with χ (Figure 4b). Trends
relative to interfacial properties and associated discussions illus-
trate how the present model captures various dynamical aspects
of polymer-polymer or fluid-fluid interfaces that have been previ-
ously observed with other techniques.21,22,69,70 This serves as a
very important benchmarking study as no DPD reports are to be
found. In the next section, the effect of various state-of-the-art
compatibilizers on this apparent velocity “jump” at the interface
is analyzed.

3.2 Slip suppression and momentum transfer across the in-
terface

Slip suppression can indeed be verified for sufficiently long surfac-
tants at lower concentrations at the interface (Figure 5a). These
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a) b)

Fig. 4 Interfacial viscosity as a function of χ and C; and b) Calculated
slip lengths S as a function of C and χ.

sufficiently long surfactants, at higher concentrations, compose
a layer of effectively higher viscosity that decreases the local
shear rate at the interfacial level (Figure 5b). Therefore, extant
long compatibilizers modify the width of the interfacial region
(Figure S3a,b; ESI†) and contribute to enhanced energy dissipa-
tion rates and less efficient momentum transfer between polymer
phases.

a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 5 Velocity profiles in the x (flow) direction as a function of com-
patibilizer type and corresponding simulation snapshots of the interfacial
region for different interfacial concentrations Γ (χ = 16.5; C = 40; s = 2):
a,c) Γ ≈ 0.14 r−2

c ; b,d) Γ ≈ 0.35 r−2
c . The interfacial plane is located at

y = 0. Error bars are based on standard deviation calculations.

Because the present work aims to investigate the role of com-
plex surfactants in effectively suppressing slip and mediating mo-
mentum transfer across the interface, addressing the fact that mo-
mentum and mass diffusivities in DPD are intrinsically coupled
is important.47 Therefore, trends regarding momentum transfer
are assessed for standard/commonly-used DPD parameters and
also for modified weight functions to efficiently increase Sc or the
ratio between momentum and mass diffusivities.71 Modifying s
in Equation 6 is a computationally-efficient way to raise Sc be-
cause Sc∼ r8

c . Thus, increasing rc makes computing time increase
rapidly59 and using a higher γ may require smaller simulation
time steps.47,49 Chen et al. 72 and Fan et al. 73 chose an expo-
nent s = 1

2 to raise Sc by a factor of 35. In fact, this also allowed
Chen et al. 72 to reproduce with DPD the experimentally-observed
tumbling behavior of a polymeric droplet upon flow reversal.74,75

Gidituri et al. 76 also recently elected s = 1
2 for studying Schmidt

number effects in their multiphase system. Hence calculations
have been carried out both for s = 2 and s = 1

2 as lower s val-

ues may allow for gradient discontinuity in the weight function
force profile near r

rc
= 1.73 It has been found that the behavior

verified in Figure 5 is unaffected whether s = 2 or s = 1
2 is used

(Figure S3,c,d; ESI†). Furthermore, these effects have also al-
ready been observed directly or indirectly with other simulation
techniques,22,28,29 similar to trends in Figure 4. These remarks
suggest that trends in Figure 5 can be reproduced even when mass
diffusion is made slower compared to momentum transfer.

Relatively short Janus rods (AR=2.0) in Figure 5 are not ef-
fective at suppressing slip and compatibilizer size/length is key
in contributing to shear interfacial viscosity. Therefore, an effort
is made to make longer Janus rods (AR=4.0) attain a standing
orientation at the interface. These longer Janus rods normally
attain a tilted/lying configuration,57 which is also the case for
the set of parameters in Table 1. In particular, the interfacial
tension between polymer phases has to be decreased77 and the
more repulsive Janus-polymer interactions of Table 1 have to be
used concomitantly. Table 2 illustrates the set of DPD parameters
that allow for standing Janus rods at the interface with AR=4.0.
Namely, a lower interaction parameter aAB = aBA = 35 has to nec-
essarily be used and polymer chain sizes have to be restricted to
C = 20. This set of parameters enables an effective reduction of
interfacial tension (lower χC)47,48 and, finally, an upright config-
uration for these longer Janus rods (AR=4.0).

Table 2 Interaction parameters
(
ai j
)

in units of kBT
rc

that yield standing
Janus rods with AR=4.0 at the interface

A B JA JB
A 25 35 25 85
B 25 85 25
JA 25 85
JB 25

Longer Janus rods (AR=4.0) penetrate into the polymer phases
as much as flexible surfactants of the h5t5 type (Rg ≈ 1.45), as de-
picted in Figure 6a. The higher particle density on the rod; the
unfavorable interactions that follow; and their corresponding ori-
entation during flow (Figure 6b) impart a slightly higher – or at
least comparable – shear viscosity at the interface (Figure 6c,d).
The slightly lower stresses for Janus rods (Figure 6d) arise be-
cause there is no contribution from bond stretching (υ(cp, t) is
always unity) as there is, for example, in h10t10/h15t15 diblock
copolymers. The orientational contribution S′(cp, t) may also be
slightly lower because of their aggregation behavior. Clearly, how-
ever, the extent of penetration into the polymer phases is corre-
lated with a lower interfacial shear rate (Figure 6a,c) and suc-
cessful slip suppression for Janus rods. Guo et al. 28 correlated
the enhanced shear interfacial viscosity provided by block copoly-
mers with their orientation degree and that of bulk/interfacial
homopolymers. They showed how interfacial homopolymers at
a bare interface are easier to orient/deform because of extant
more repulsive interactions.28 By minimizing these unfavorable
interactions with compatibilizers that are not as easily oriented
at the interface, this higher viscosity manifests at the interface.28

Analogously, the higher particle density on JR may contribute to
a lower polymer penetration into the interfacial region as they
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are essentially solid objects,. From density profiles, however, this
effect from JR rigidity is unimportant (Figures S3 and S4; ESI†).
Therefore, effects verified by Guo et al. 28 according to the present
work, also depend on surfactant length, rigidity, interface width
or how depleted the interface is from homopolymers (Figures S3
and S4; ESI†).

a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Fig. 6 a) Density profiles for different surfactant portions: head (solid
symbols) and tail (empty symbols) groups; b) ensemble mean orienta-
tion of compatibilizers in the flow direction during shear flow; c) Velocity
profiles in the x (flow) direction; d) shear stresses across the y direction;
e) system snapshot (JR; AR=4.0) right before shear is applied; and f)
at the end of shear. Error bars in a), c), and d) are based on standard
deviation calculations and lines in a) are simply for guiding the eye. The
interfacial plane is located at y = 0. All plots correspond to Γ ≈ 0.35 r−2

c ;
C = 20 (Table 2).

To fairly compare compatibilizers with the same mass in terms
of density of favorable/unfavorable interactions, Janus nanorods
(AR=2.0) are subsequently grafted with flexible polymer chains
to make up for a maximum of 30 DPD particles. This maxi-
mum surfactant mass/size in the form of density of interactions
is equivalent to h15t15 compatibilizers that contribute the least
efficiently to momentum transfer in Figure 6. The distribution
of chains along JR – grafting density – and/or their length may
dictate interfacial width and/or aggregation for example.57 To
explore the entropic and enthalpic effects from grafting Janus

nanorods with ligands/polymers37 and their impact on (i) slip
suppression; (ii) momentum transfer; and (iii) 2D interfacial mi-
crostructure, in the next section, results with regard to polymer-
grafted Janus nanorods are discussed.

3.3 Polymer-grafted Janus rods: effects of chain length and
grafting density

In this section, Janus rods (AR=2.0) are symmetrically grafted
with 20 DPD particles to make up surfactants with the same
mass/density of interactions as h15t15, which affect shear inter-
facial viscosity most significantly in Figure 6c,d. The degree of
polymerization of homopolymers; the repulsion between them;
and surfactant interfacial concentration are kept constant (C = 20;
χ = 3.1; Γ≈ 0.35 r−2

c ) and identical to Figure 6 and Table 2.

3.3.1 Equilibrium interfacial microstructure

As studied by Paiva et al.,57 short JR (AR=2.0) form liquid
crystalline-like aggregates at the interface with a standing ori-
entation. It is thus expected that, when grafted with polymer
chains/ligands, depending on Ng or Lg, their structure is affected.
From 2D radial distribution functions from the centers of mass of
the rigid part of polymer-grafted JR, some degree of short/long-
range order or crystallinity can be seen for Ng = 2 and Lg = 1;
Ng = 2 and Lg = 2; and essentially only for these sets of param-
eters (Figure 7). Increasing grafting density is more efficient at
dispersing JR.

a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 7 2D radial distribution functions as measured with respect to the
center of mass of the rigid portion of polymer-grafted JR as a function of
graft chain length Lg for: a) Ng = 2; b) Ng = 4; c) Ng = 6; d) Ng = 10.

Increasing graft length Lg makes JR less oriented in the direc-
tion of the interface normal (Figure 8a). As Lg increases, the
increase in

〈
cos2 θ

〉
reflects the disruption of aggregates or liquid

crystalline-like domains seen in Figure 7. Moreover, as the rigid
portion of Janus surfactants is progressively freed from these ag-
gregates, instead of diffusing more slowly as Lg increases, larger
particles diffuse faster in view of a less pronounced “caging” ef-
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fect (Figure 8b).57 It is only at high grafting densities, for which
aggregate structure is more completely disrupted (Figure 7), that
the centers of mass of JR experience enhanced drag from graft
particles and diffuse slower as Lg increases (Figure 8b). This also
ultimately affects their orientation at Ng = 10 (Figure 8a). The
more ordered aggregate structures (Figure 7) are also consistent
with a more upright orientation and slower diffusion in absolute
terms (Figure 8). In fact, the center of mass of the rigid portion
of polymer-grafted JR is always diffusing faster than graft-free JR
(Figure S5, ESI†), which confirms a certain degree of aggregate
disruption.

a) b)

Fig. 8 a) Ensemble mean orientation of the rigid portion of polymer-
grafted JR and b) ensemble mean 2D diffusion coefficient with respect to
the center of mass of the rigid portion of polymer-grafted JR as a function
of Lg and Ng. Error bars are based on standard deviation calculations.

It is apparent that increasing the number of grafts on JR al-
lows for more lateral interactions (Figure 9). Most notably, a
relatively dense 2D film can be seen for Ng = 10; Lg = 2 and
individual surfactants with the same number of DPD particles
(blue dashed frames in Figure 9) present 2D mesophases of lower
fractal dimension. This is relevant from at least two viewpoints:
(i) firstly, de Gennes30 highlighted in his Nobel lecture that the
films formed by Janus particles could potentially enable tunable
pore structures and allow chemical exchange across the interface.
This is similar to what is observed in Figure 9. It also illustrates
the technological potential of the present work for surfactant de-
sign regarding controlled nanoparticle aggregation through graft
number/length. This interfacial feature of Janus particles is over-
looked in the literature as most studies focus on their capabili-
ties to decrease interfacial tension. Moreover, it differs from the
corresponding random distribution of flexible block copolymers
at the interface (Figure S6, ESI†). Intermediate grafting den-
sities/length are predicted to most easily enable well-controlled
pore structures to be formed in Figure 10; (ii) secondly, Figure 10
indicates that grafts penetrate the homopolymer phases when
they are made longer, instead of for example increasingly dispers-
ing the rods at the interfacial plane.37 Therefore, graft length
is expected to play an important role in mediating momentum
transfer. These aspects will be addressed next.

3.3.2 Impact on momentum transfer

The fact that sufficiently-long grafts are necessary to penetrate
homopolymer phases is supported by density profiles in Fig-
ure 10a,b,c,d. The interface becomes wider for a low Ng

Lg
ratio.

Sufficiently-long grafts (Lg > 5;10) indeed impact how efficiently
momentum is transferred between phases, as can be seen in Fig-

Lg

1

2

3

5

10

Ng

2 4 6 10

Fig. 9 Equilibrium snapshots (top views) from simulation boxes showing
the entire interfacial region as a function of Lg and Ng. Solid or dashed-
line frames around snapshots are color-coded amongst themselves to
highlight systems with surfactants that are composed of the same num-
ber of DPD particles (whilst different Lg and Ng values).

ure 10e,f,g,h. This suggests that interpenetration is highly corre-
lated with “friction”/energy dissipation rates when shear flow is
applied. Hence, at constant interfacial interaction density, longer
grafts should be preferred when this effect is desired.

Sagis et al. 29 showed very recently that a momentum transfer
mechanism could explain dynamic heterogeneities at complex in-
terfaces. The authors calculated a momentum transfer coefficient
ξxx from shear stress measurements; interfacial velocities V I

x ; and
extrapolated bulk velocities (V E

x ). Thus, ξxx can be extracted from
Equation 11:

σxy = ξxx

(
V E

x −V I
x

)
(11)

where V I
x is herein taken to be 0 in the present work within a

Gibbs dividing surface framework (y = 0).29,78–81 In Equation 11,
the bulk phases are assumed to have equal viscosities and densi-
ties and to behave as Newtonian liquids.29 It also should hold
only for symmetrically amphiphilic surfactants and this is the rea-
son why only symmetric ones have been utilized. Additionally,
ξxx can be normalized by the bulk viscosity of polymeric phases
to yield a characteristic length scale δ , often termed as “friction”
thickness.22,82 It can be interpreted as how well hydrodynamic
flow penetrates into the interfacial region22 and is analogous to
the hydrodynamic penetration depth from polymer brush the-
ory.83 To account for slight differences in bulk/interface shear
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a) b) c) d)

e) f) g) h)

Fig. 10 Density profiles for the different surfactant portions: head (solid symbols) and tail (empty symbols) groups; and velocity profiles in the x (flow)
directionas a function of graft chain length Lg for: a,e) Ng = 10; b,f) Ng = 6; c,g) Ng = 4; d,h) Ng = 2. Error bars are based on standard deviation
calculations. The interfacial plane is located at y = 0.

stresses (Figures 6 and S7, ESI†), an ensemble mean steady-state
shear stress has been used in Equation 11 to compute δ and a
shear interfacial viscosity ηI has been calculated separately from
interfacial shear stresses and shear rates (Figure S7, ESI†). More-
over, to unite distinct measures of surfactant size (rod length,
graft chain size, copolymer chain size) into a single parameter
and assess the degree of interpenetration with polymer phases,
a penetration height h has been calculated from compatibilizer
density profiles (Equation 12):84,85

h =

∫ Ly/2
−Ly/2 y ρ(y) dy∫ Ly/2
−Ly/2 ρ(y) dy

(12)

Moreover, a Boussinesq number Bo can be calculated according
to Fuller and Vermant:86 Bo = ηI

ηL , where η is the bulk viscosity;
and L is a characteristic length scale appropriate to the geometry
of a given problem.86 Herein, L is taken to be the interpenetra-
tion height h as this parameter provides information on interfa-
cial wetting by bulk phases or on interfacial area/perimeter ratio.
Thus, interpenetration between interfacial material and the ma-
trix phases would correlate with L as it is important for sensitivity
of rheometric measurements.86 It would also dictate line tension
effects experimentally, for example.86 A particle Stokes number
St has also been calculated to illustrate how inertial forces are
negligible compared to viscous forces (ESI†): St =O(10−5) for all
compatibilizers.87

If the interfacial activity of nanoparticles can be guaranteed88

and polymeric emulsion stabilization is targeted, it is suggested
that sparsely grafted Janus nanorods with long grafts be em-
ployed. They contribute to very low δ or very little flow penetra-
tion into the interfacial layer, much like h15t15 diblock copoly-
mers (Figure 11a). The role of enhanced energy dissipation rates

at an interfacial level is illustrated by a power law correlation
ξxx ∼ Bo−1.43±0.77 in Figure 11b. This higher Bo could delay film
drainage times between two approaching polymeric droplets and
their coalescence.22 Less efficient momentum transfer across the
interface helps stabilize polymer blend droplet morphology sys-
tems in which interfacial curvature is not relevant.22,24–27 In this
context, findings herein provide a molecular picture that could
guide studies on Janus particles under processing-like conditions,
such as the promising one by Bahrami et al.89 Even though
nanoparticles in the present work are referred to as polymer-
grafted Janus rods, the underlying physics is expected to be the
same for symmetric bottlebrush block copolymers possessing a
rigid backbone.90,91

a) b)

Fig. 11 a) “Friction” thickness δ as a function of compatibilizer penetra-
tion degree h and compatibilizer type; and b) power law scaling relation-
ship between momentum transfer coefficient ξxx and Boussinesq number
Bo.

Alternately, results in Figure 11 could also help explain trends
in film rupture experiments, such as those performed by Bor-
rel and Leal.35 Namely, nanoparticles were observed to favor
coalescence in spite of promoting lower interfacial tension.35

Length scales in those experiments are well within those acces-
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sible with DPD and molecular simulations. Namely, from previ-
ously published work using the present polymer blend model,48

a typical length scale is rc = 1.06nm with nanorod length of
≈ 2.0nm (AR=2.0) and the ensemble mean ligand radius of gyra-
tion herein is

〈
Rg,l
〉
≈ 1.2 rc ≈ 1.3nm when Lg = 10. In Borrell and

Leal,35 the radius of nanoparticles and
〈
Rg,l
〉

were respectively
1.5nm and 2.0nm.34,35 The experiments by Borrell and Leal 35

would also be applicable to simulated flat interfaces with zero
curvature, given droplet sizes are much larger than characteristic
molecular length scales at the interface.35

Effects from nanoparticle interfacial diffusivity are nontrivial
(Figure 8) even if, according to Vannozzi,34 they may help ex-
plain reductions in film drainage time. A shear interfacial vis-
cosity or momentum transfer mechanism was not considered by
Vannozzi 34 to explain the experiments by Borrell and Leal 35 be-
cause of typically small Bo arising from the high bulk viscosity of
polymers.34,86,92,93 This makes it difficult to distinguish the effect
of polymer-grafted nanoparticles on shear interfacial viscosity in
immiscible polymer blends from that of bulk viscosity.34,86 This is,
therefore, another aspect to which the present work contributes
(Figure 11).

In the work by Zhao and Macosko,1 slip across dozens of
polymer-polymer interfaces resulted in lower apparent viscos-
ity measurements. This can be controlled with block copoly-
mers, as noted by the authors.1 However, if Janus particles with
long grafts are used, comparable momentum transfer effects (Fig-
ure 11) and better control over interfacial microstructure can be
achieved from nanoparticle aggregation (Figure 9). Therefore,
this could potentially allow for controllable porous structures that
could mediate chemical exchange30 in a direction that is perpen-
dicular to the interfacial plane.

As another example, placing nanoparticles at the interface be-
tween polymer layers and controlling their spacing through graft-
ing density (Figures 7 and 9) may enhance the efficiency of poly-
mer solar cells based on plasmonics arguments.94–96 The fact that
specifically dynamic, shear flow aspects are unveiled in Figure 11
helps elucidate what could be more efficient ways of fabricat-
ing/processing these devices.

Finally, the rich dynamic colloidal behavior observed by Paiva
et al. 48 using the same JR model is associated thus with a “fric-
tion” thickness of order of the nanorod length (δ ≈ 2.4 rc; Fig-
ure 11), which illustrates how hydrodynamic flow penetrates well
within the interfacial region and directs intricate nanorod assem-
blies.48 Ongoing work consists of extending this study to entan-
gled polymer blend systems.51,52

4 Conclusions
Interfacial slip or adhesion of polymer-polymer interfaces im-
pacts polymer blend compatibilization operations. This is spe-
cially relevant for multiphase nanomaterials with a more signifi-
cant amount of interfacial area. Under processing conditions as in
coextruded systems with thousands of polymer layers, interfacial
components may effectively multiply and exacerbate these effects
that would be otherwise negligible macroscopically. The present
model has been successfully benchmarked with physical scaling
relationships that apply to unentangled polymer blend interfaces

subject to interfacial slip under tangential shear flow. It has then
been applied to more complex polymer-polymer interfaces.

In that sense, grafting nanoparticles with polymers offers use-
ful degrees of freedom that can be used to tune 2D interfacial
morphology. Increasing grafting density was a more efficient and
effective parameter for dispersing Janus rods at the interface than
their corresponding graft length. Making grafts longer directs
interpenetration with polymer phases and dictates the extent to
which momentum is transferred across the interface. The orienta-
tion of longer, graft-free Janus rods has been tuned from a tilted
to an upright configuration to illustrate this effect. Hence, inter-
facial width/penetration was key in determining conditions for
which interfacial rheological properties are comparable between
Janus particles and block copolymer analogs. Under tangential
shear flow conditions, Janus rods are able to mediate momentum
transfer across the interface or suppress slip as efficiently as these
diblock copolymers. Given that Janus particles are commonly
more interfacially active than flexible block copolymer surfactants
and normally reduce interfacial tension to a greater extent, these
findings more closely unveil mechanisms through which nanopar-
ticles may or may not excel at emulsion stabilization/polymer
blend compatibilization.
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